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Requests for Proposals (RFP) that we were 

getting from the marketplace were for 

‘Water to Wire’ solutions. With AIE being 

able to offer the horsepower of a large es-

tablished business, we sought partners so 

we can offer turnkey packages,” Mr Priest-

ley says.

In order for AIE to be able to deliver the 

projects, a team of expert partners and 

subcontractors was assembled. Consortium 

partner Hydroworks in Christchurch provid-

ed the mechanical design of the turbines. 

Subcontractor Mitton Electronet provided 

the electrical design and installation servic-

es. Control Electronics in Tauranga provided 

the turbine control system. ESP Technologies 

in Whakatane provided electrical installa-

tion for the Esk scheme. A number of other 

subcontractors provided other skills. All per-

formed their individual parts of the project 

to a very high standard and were key parts 

of the successful delivery of the projects.

“As designers and manufacturers of cus-

tom-built governors and control systems, we 

are proud to be associated with the hydro 

power projects that have been built,” says 

Control Electronics director Roger Jamieson. 

“The team’s attitude and competence of all 

the companies involved made for a smooth 

installation and hassle-free commissioning 

of the plant. We look forward to being close-

ly associated with the team in the future.”

ESP Technologies director Brett Waghorn 

says the engineering and controls partners 

had an excellent collaboration to achieve a 

well-engineered and installed system. “The 

early attention to detail and excellent work-

ing relationships between the parties were 

critical to achieving a robust installation, 

and most importantly, a smooth and well 

GWS’s quality welding equipment offering is 

anchored around Kemppi, Finland’s global 

leader of Mig and Tig machinery; CEA, Ital-

ian manufacturer of affordable high-quality 

pulse Mig, Tig and Arc machinery; Hyper-

therm, producer of advanced plasma cutting 

machinery and now, Mosa-Engine Driven 

Welders. 

An authorised distributor for Harris Gas 

Equipment, Translas, TipWorks, Atlantic 

Wires and Electrodes, MTL Alloy Wires 

and Menem Stainless Wires, GWS’s 

offering includes a full range of quality im-

ported and home-branded torch parts and 

consumables.

Meet our service technicians, Shawn Kep-

pler and Phil Lovegrove on stand 2110 at 

EMEX.

See us at stand 2110

Global Welding Supplies 
offers “Best Service, Best 
Quality and Best Price”
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managed commissioning. We are looking 

forwards to undertaking the next project 

with the parties.“ 

Founder and chairman Paul Raethel at-

tributes much of AIE’s success to having 

a collaborative approach and building 

long-term relationships. “Individually, all or-

ganisations that we work with provides us 

the skills and expertise to provide good solu-

tions to our projects.

“To achieve a successful outcome for all 

parties involved must be the driver from 

conception to completion.”

Mr Priestley who directed the hydro build 

projects for AIE, says that together, the team 

was able to not only satisfy the requests that 

were in the New Zealand and Australian 

marketplace, but exceed the expectations of 

the respective customers. “AIE and its part-

ners have delivered units that have exceeded 

expectations.”

To date AIE has built and delivered three 

new Pelton hydro turbines within New Zea-

land. A 7MW turbine was delivered to the 

Amethyst power station for West Power, 

and two Esk units – a 2.8MW Rimu unit and 

a 1.2MW Toronui unit – for Trustpower. A 

fourth 6.4MW unit was recently delivered to 

Midlands for the Tasmanian Irrigation Board. 

AIE has also supplied a 100KW container-

ised unit to Shoalhaven in Australia.  

With the relative low power prices in New 

Zealand and a potential oversupply of 

generation fl agged within the country, Mr 

Priestley says the company is focussing its 

marketing efforts offshore. “The enquiry 

level here is high, with AIE having a couple 

of smaller contracts signed and a few larger 

projects ready to move to next stages,” he 

says.
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